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The oldest among us are not yet thirty years old:
we have therefore at least ten years to accomplish our task. When we are forty let younger and stronger men than we throw us in the waste paper basket like useless manuscripts! F. T. Marinetti, 1909 The first centenary of Futurism occurred in the year of 2009 and instigates us to a series of questions: is it possible -and legitimate -to think of Futurism nowadays as an ongoing experiment, or otherwise as an episode of cult to the past -using a term much quoted by members of the movement -that has long been overcome? Now that there's been a long time between then and now, are we safer to observe the future of Futurism? What would have been its most persistent legacy in the cultural environment? In times of Post-modernity, in which our concerns about the future seem to be more complex than those we had at the beginning of the last century (is it possible that, by now, we would have already found the answers to all these questions?), what does it mean to us today -the futuristic proposal made a hundred years ago?
Futurism proclaimed the need for a ceaseless renovation of all elements pertaining to the human experience, positioned itself against the conformist traditions and formulated an art imbued into daily life; it has left us creative material that is so rich and inexhaustible in possibilities that it can be explored by different areas of knowledge. Some critics and scholars, in their texts, made these remarks while they accused the group that followed Marinetti -or groups, if we make an effort to study Futurism beyond its "classical" chronology and limitations (i.e. from 1909 to the end of the first World War) -of being a mass of contradictions, a bad joke, assuming a condemnatory stance on the movement. These scholars should bear in mind that most of the artistic avant-gardes of the 20th century, consciously or not, carried in its core various contradictions and misunderstandings -which shouldn't be seen as vexatious.
Nothing prevents a contradiction of becoming itself raw material for artwork. To disregard these issues means to inhibit art's creative potential, trapping it by means of limiting concepts.
The discussions held on the centenary of Futurism also indicated the persistence of some discomfort -not from all scholars, to be clear -from distorted associations between Futurism and Fascism formulated in previous decades. These explicit -or not -associations only served to put the vanguard in the dock, thus contributing to the progression of a certain restraint regarding the development of specific studies on the movement. That avant-garde was now "evil", hostile, reduced to a political commitee of sorts; meanwhile, those who were associated with avant-garde left-wing political movements ended up being very well seen by art scholars. In this sense, Cubism, immune to contamination by any fascist ideology, acquired in art history the iconic position of a totem or of the biggest Vanguardist symbol, the prototype of the "adequate provocation" in pictorial terms. If political theories become mandatory prerequisites in deciding what should be studied and what should not, we will be losing a considerable amount of sources and important experiences. Art is not politics. Although interesting and sometimes necessary, associations between art and politics have generated prejudice in intellectuals and scholars who study images, who should at least in theory see the contradictions, shortcuts and complexities of art from another angle, imbued by the same contradictions as its creators, the humans. In summary, Futurism is still often studied in a simplified manner, which regrettably diminishes and stereotypes the meaning of the movement.
Therefore, let us ignore this diminishing relationship between Futurism and Fascism, for what interests us here is to think of the Italian avant-garde in terms of its diverse artistic production, and see how a future proposal formulated by the members of the movement laid the groundwork for the construction of various futures. It is an undisputed fact that Futurism, with all its idiosyncrasies, belongs to history; Thus, "it is a historiographical object that can be studied, from all points of view, in total serenity" (LISTA, 2001, p. 359) .
As a result of its Centennial, the Futurist Vanguard has been the theme of museum exhibits around the world, such as the one at the Centre Pompidou, Paris, held from October 15 to January 26, of several Futurists, who interpreted concepts such as concurrency and dynamism, thought of the aesthetic value of technological innovation, made public their fascination with an unprecedented and contagious future, informed on the artistic research with which the vanguard opened the way for experiments such as that of abstractionism, kinetic art, passing through neo-avantgardes from 1960 and 1970 until it arrived at the protagonists of contemporary art:
Hirst, Warhol, Haring, Fontana, Nauman, entre muitos outros. It is, without any doubt, a journey marked by consonance, analogies and differences. is present in the use of dynamics, of rapidness and simultaneity; we could affirm that the futuristic proposal used to be more closely related to the concept of "libertarian" than of "freedom" per se.
This libertarian character was translated primarily by the desire for a new action, stimulated and disseminated through provocative attitudes. The desire to strike "a slap in the face of public taste" is something that can be identified in the Dadaist group Café Voltaire, in Duchamp's bike wheel(a work incidentally made of objects collected by the artist on the streets of New York, orphaned pieces discarded by the industrial society that made them),in animals preserved in Damien Hirst's formaldehyde tanks, in Wahol's theme of serigraphs, in the debauchery that Gilbert and George make of "traditional" art, in Fluxus, the movement dedicated to organizing events and anarchist happenings. This doesn't mean that any cultural experience that occurred in the 20th century and in the early years of this century have some Futurism in it; the motivation here is to check how the aesthetic of the vanguard force spread and printed itself in the most diverse manifestations.
There is a difference in the perceived futuristic influence up to the first half of the 20th century and the one that comes in 1945.
In that first moment, their influence is most sensitive in painting, sculpture and cinema. From the postwar period, and especially in contemporary art, Futurism's presence became more conceptual, penetrating deeper and more complex layers of artistic creation.
However, it is precisely at this point that Futurism's legacy finds its most intriguing manifestation.
We could say that the modern time, the euphoria that marked industrial strongly the beginning of the last century, is history; that, immersed in post-industrial societies, we look at the past excited with the machine without great festive raptures. However, the English fascination by technological innovations that characterized the era of Futurism persists in our society today: mobile phones, computers, videos and other types of handheld devices -in short, the wireless company that starts to develop -remember Marinetti's desire for a "wireless imagination". The machines change as time passes and our reaction to them is in most cases quite excited.
Futurism celebrated in countless ways the signs of the new, industrial and capitalist world: the speed, the mass media, the mechanization. Its main argument rests on the idea that art should get in the way of reality in a radical way and vice versa. If the world today is dynamic and immediate, so should art be: The only art that may be seen as vital is the one that finds its own elements in the surrounding environment".1 This implies that we must first modify the notion of artistic beauty crystallized in Italian art from the late 19th century.
Fighting against a certain idea of beauty was one of the attempts of the vanguard, which sought to respond to an idea of beauty that had long been written in stone in the country. Since the its fraying skills. Futurism rejected the concept of graceful to affirm the need to combat everything that prevented the full experience of modern man, in life and in art: the harmony, the peacefulness and tranquility of the countryside, the romantic dreams bathed in moonlight, the contemplation, the idyllic. Thus, Futurists struggled against "the thoughtful immobility, the ecstasy and the sleep", because they wanted "to exalt movements of aggression, feverish sleeplessness, the double march, the perilous leap, the slap and the blow with the If art is action, it has the ability to modify human existence in a liberating manner. In his book Human, All Too Human, Nietzsche claims that the role of philosophy is identical to that of art: to give full meaning to life. The German philosopher's translated works had been around Italy ever since the first years of the past century, and Futurism captured his idea and used it to advocate for the cult of the machine, which allows humanhood to extend its limitations and multiply its potential: "Through growing familiarity and friendship with matter, which scientists can know only in its physical and chemical reactions, we are preparing the creation of the mechanical man with interchangeable parts. We will liberate man from the idea of death, and hence from death itself, the supreme definition of the Marinetti's words in freedom, seratas and architectural designs,they are all attempts at reworking time as well as a desire to innovatively incorporate it in art. The photographic instant, the reverberation of sounds, the verb conjugations -everything is time, time which is not restricted to the idea of future, but deeply related with the past -as something to be overcome -and the present tense -as something to be lived fully, an urgent carpe diem, the liberating moment. Futurism has a celebration of time and space as inseparable elements:
"Time and space died yesterday. We are already living in the absolute, since we have already created eternal, omnipresent speed."6
In this way, the futuristic time extends far beyond the boundaries of time and "denies the unity of time and place";7 It is connected to a modern attitude, eager to expand and change the perception the individual has of himself, an attitude that leads us to Zarathustra: the man overcomes the man insofar as he makes now the most fruitful moment, since it is the base for the beyond-the-man.
The Futurist speech, however, focuses much more on the word Future, naturally, for an advertising-related need to strengthen the group's name, but also for understanding the future as all the possible "nows". Now is the time for creative explosion, the immediate boost, the necessary instantaneous: "We believe that a thing is valuable to the extent that it is improvised (hours, minutes, seconds), not extensively prepared (months, years, centuries)."8 Marinetti's statement defines much of what composes contemporary art. Life goes, and, with it, the man runs toward his mechanical, electrical, wireless future. The present time does not wait for the man, it does not risk bumping into nostalgia: contemplation, meditation and weighting are tied to a sleepy and sterile past. This hasty life should not be understood merely in terms of development of means of transport and communications, but rather as something 6. Filippo T. Marinetti, Fondazione e manifesto del Futurismo (APOLLONIO, 1970, p. 48) . 7. Carlo Carrà, La pittura dei suoni, rumori e odori (APOLLONIO, 1970, p. 163 building an aesthetic that incorporates all that is seen and everything it remembers in a same space. Here we say that the memory of emotions is more important than the reminder of the cause that produced it.
Modernity, elastic and simultaneous in its range of possibilities, can allow an art with its same characteristics. The idea of finishing a work of art has become too complex these days and the concept of open work as expressed by Umberto Eco, in spite of the dangers, still works somehow: the finishing -and therefore the meaning -of a work of art is a dynamic process, both intellectual and emotional, where the active participation of the spectator(a person that nowadays we would call a "transforming spectator" or, better yet, a "participant") is crucial. The reorganization of everyday life elements -art's raw materials -creates the artistic experience, more elastic than ever. What would Marinetti say of this? He, who has also taught that, precisely after suffering an accident on the road and flipping over his car, he insulated the place with ropes and called people to see the "great modern experience"? In this episode, Marinetti transformed accidental, the "now" in art, and "futuristically" heralded artistic installations that, decades later, would constitute one of the branches of contemporary art:
Together, we shall invent what I call WIRELESS imagination. One day, we shall come to an even more essential art, and in this day we shall suppress all of the first terms of our analogies, inasmuch as we do not do anything other than giving continuity to the unbroken stream of second terms. In order to do that, we must renounce appearance and alluding to Warhol's pop prophecy: "in the future everyone will be famous for fifteen minutes". No wonder the Theatre received special attention from the vanguard, which in its various manifestos about the theme emphasized the importance of interaction, provocation, speech and celebration of the hectic modern life.
It is therefore in the proposal for an action-art that Futurism stretches its tentacles to the electrical, contemporary, postmodern, computerized, virtual experience of our days. In many aspects, the movement is still unsurpassed when it comes to its transgressive attitude. It was through seratas, manifestos, street fights that Futurism forged its more persistent legacy, more than by paintings and sculptures. It was through its relationship with the audience that, nowadays, contemporary art contemplates questions about its own production. How should one comfortably fit the word "spectator" in a context that insistently nudges the individual to act upon it? Can visitors of contemporary art museums still be called spectators, or the time has come to think of them as participants? The very condition of the current artist has to be rethought. Futurism's concept of elasticity is more alive than ever, at a time where words like "globalization" and "postmodernism" are so fashionable. The categories of creator, spectator, art critic and so many other parts of the artistic experience should be reviewed. If we are encouraged at all times to interact, interfere, modify, customize, rework and perform an upgrade in the most varied areas of life,art cannot be exempted from thinking about authorship, much discussed by scholars such as Foucault and doubted ever since the Duchamp's 1913 urinal. The futurists were already aware of these issues, when they observed that "it is necessary to abolish terms beyond "critic", such as soul, spirit, artist, and all vocabulary that is, as such, irrevocably infected of passadist snobbery, replacing them with exact names such as: brain, discovery, energy, cerebrator, fantasticator..."12
The Futurist proposal of art integrated into life was a deeply involved with time. In this sense, the concept of speed transcended the idea of a quality restricted to automobiles; the very much proclaimed simultaneity in painting manifests leaked by the frame's edges and imprinted itself in everyday activities;modern life has become Russolo's noise machines; its largest gear is its own existence: "Art must be an alcohol, not a balm. Not an alcohol that creates oblivion, but an alcohol of exalting optimism that deifies youth, multiplies maturity a hundredfold and revives old age."13 12. Bruno Corradini e Emilio Settimelli, Pesos, medidas e preços do gênio artístico (BERNARDINI, 1980, p. 140) . 13. Filippo T. Marinetti, Para além do comunismo (BERNARDINI, 1980, p. 245) .
